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Executive Summary
The Load-Serving Entity (LSE) Reliability Obligation
Whitepaperby Energyand Environmental Economics, Inc. (E3) and Ms. Beth Garza
Sponsored by NRG Energy, Inc. and Exelon Corporation

The proposed LSE Reliability Obligation introduces a formal reliability standard and a mechanismto
ensure thatthere are sufficient resourcesto meet this standard. The proposal is designed to preserve
the competitive and customer choice elements of the existing ERCOT energy market, while ensuring

that there are sufficient resources with the right combination of attributes, namely their ability to
perform during reliability events. Additionally, the design would encourage LSEs to ma ke investments
in demand response, because those would reduce the size of the obligation the LSE must meet. Key

elements of the proposal include:
+ Reliability Standard: the PUCT determines a formal system reliability standard. ERCOT

calculatesthe required seasonal reserve margintoachieve thisstandard.
+ Resource Accreditation: ERCOT will accredit the reliability value of each resource for each
season. Resources with dispatch limitations - whether due to intermittency, energy output

duration limitations, or fuel supply challenges - would be accredited according to their
expected performance during reliability events.
+ System Assessment: ERCOT will project, on a 3-year forward basis, whether there are

sufficient accredited resourcesto satisfythe seasonal reserve margin necessaryto meet the
reliability standard.
+ Trigger: The PUCT will triggerthe LSE Reliability Obligation on a 3-year forward basis when
ERCOT systemassessment projects a likelihood of insufficient resourcesto meetthe reliability

standard.
+ LSE Requirement: Iftriggered, each LSE would be assigneda seasonal reliability requirement
based on its projected firm load during critical system hours. LSEs serving interruptible loads

or with demand response capabilities would receive a reduction in their reliability
requirement.
+ LSE Showing: If triggered, LSEs would be required to show sufficient resources (based on
ERCOT's resource accreditation) to meet their seasonal LSE requirement on a year-ahead
forward basis. Any showing deficiency would be assessed a penalty that would be used by
ERCOTtoprocure accredited resources and correctthe deficiency.
+ Performance Assessment: Resourcesthat are accredited with a reliabilityvalue and obligated
as part ofan LSE Showing would be required tooffer intothe energy market during designated

reliability events, with penaltiesassessed fornon-performance.
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AboutthisWhitepaper
This whitepaper proposes the "LSE Reliability Obligation", a reform to the ERCOT electricity market
structure. The LSE Reliability Obligation was filed at the Public Utility Commission of Texas on September
30, 2021 under Project No. 52373 in response tothe provisions put forward by Senate Bill 3 of the 87#1
Texas Legislature.
The basis of the proposed LSE Reliability Obligation is derived from a report published by E3 in 2021titled
"Scalable Markets forthe EnergyTransition"that provides a foundation for understandingthe important
dynamics at play in electricity markets across North America, including the need for a forward signal to

procure reliability resources.1
Other important energy system reforms should be considered in conjunction with the LSE Reliability
Obligation, including power-plant and gas-system winterization requirements, updated energy efficiency

goals and building codes, and better communication between customers, market participants,
transmissionanddistribution utilities, and retail electric providers.
AbouttheAuthors

Energyand Environmental Economics, Inc. (E3) is an energyeconomics consulting firm with offices in San
Francisco, New York, Boston and Calga ry with expertise in electricity planning, market design, distributed

energy resources, retail rate design, andasset valuation.
Ms. Garza isthe former independent market monitor of ERCOT, and currently affiliated with the R Street
Institute, a nonprofit, nonpartisan, public policy researchorganization whose mission istoengage in policy

research and outreachto promote free markets and limited, effective government.
E3 and Ms. Garza were retained bythe project sponsorstoprovide unbiased, independent analysis of the
ERCOT market design and to provide recommendations for practical reforms that can improve reliability
while retainingthe core aspects of ERCOT's existing competitive electricity market.

e

1 https ://www. ethree. com/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/E 3-Scalable-Clean-Energy-Market-Design-2021.0&25.pdf
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1. Executive Summary
In the aftermath of Winter Storm Uri, the Texas electricity market has been the subject of a series of
discussions aimed at improving reliability. These efforts to reform the market operated by the Electric
Reliability Council of Texas (El:tCOT) have been wide-ranging and have captured the attention of
stakeholders and policymakers atthe highest levels. The cornerstone of these efforts was Senate Bill 3, a
sweeping law passed bythe 87th Texas Legislaturedirectingthe Public Utility Commission of Texas (PUCT)
to "establish requirements to meet the reliability needs of the power region."2 To inform these market
reform discussions, the project sponsors retained the consulting firm Energy and Environmental
Economics, Inc. (E3) and Beth Garza, senior fellow atthe non-profit R Street Institute.
As an energy-only market, ERCOT has no formal reliability standard nor any explicit mechanismto ensure
there are sufficient resources to meet a specified reliability standard. Implied expectations of electricity
scarcity in forward energy prices serve as the primary financial incentive for Load Serving Entities (LSEs)
to procure supply and support investment. ERCOT does conduct technical studies of resource adequacy

for its system, which have determined thata 13.75%3 reserve
margin4 would be needed to meet the reliability standard
most commonly used in other markets-one loss-of-load
event in ten yea rs. However, ERCOT's actual reserve levels

have fallen below that benchmark recently.
Many sta keholders have put forward proposals to improve

the reliability of the system, increase financial protection of
consumers,

or

both.

Most

proposa Is

continue

to

substantively rely on the existing energy-only market design,
merely modifying the way in which the system operator

The LSE Reliability Obligation

introducesaformal
reliability standard and a
mechanismto ensure that
there are sufficient resources
to meet this standard

derivesthe prices of energyor the quantities of real-time operating reserves inthe energy market.5 These
are actions that may improve reliability but do not establish an explicit reliability standard. Minor

modifications tothe current marketdesign are not only insufficient to ensure reliable electricitysupplies
in ERCOT, but in some cases might inadvertently increase financial rewards for generators that do not
consistently contribute to reliability. Instead, this whitepaper proposes a mechanism for directly

addressing resource adequacy.
The proposed LSE Reliability Obligation ldescribed more fully in Section 5 ) introduces a formal reliability
standard and a mechanism to ensure that there are sufficient resources to meet this standard. LoadServing Entities, or LSEs, are responsible for procuring energy on behalf of customers in Texas (both

competitive retail providers and municipal/co-operative utilities) and are the natural vehicle to procure

2 https://capitol.texas.gov/tlodocs/87R/billtext/pdf/SB00003F. pdf#navpa nes=0
3 EROOT, Resource Adequacy, http://www.ercot. corn/gridinfo/resource (last visited Sep. 21, 2021) ("The current minimum target reserve margh
established by the ERCOT Board of Directors is 13.75 percent of peak electricity demandto serve electric needs in the case of unexpectedly high
demandor levels of generation plantoutages.")
4 Reserve margin is defined as the percentage buffer of resources needed by the system above and beyond expected peak demand to account for 1)
abnormally high load 2) resources outages and 3) operating reserve requirements
5 For example, see https://interchange.puc.texas.gov/Documents/52373 55 1147848.PDF
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additional resources for reliability, should they be needed. The proposal is designed to preserve the
competitive and customer choice elements of the existing ERCOT energy market, while ensuring that

there are sufficient resources with the right combination of attributes, namely their ability to perform
during reliability events.6 Key elements of the proposal include:
+ Reliability Standard:the PUCT determinesa formalsystem reliability standard (e.g., 1-day-in10-years). ERCOT calculatesthe requiredseasonal reserve margintoachievethis standard.
+ Resource Accreditation: ERCOT will accredit the reliability value of each resource for each
season. Resources with dispatch limitations - whether due to intermittency, energy output

duration limitations, or fuel supply challenges - would be accredited according to their
expected performance during reliability events.
+ System Assessment: ERCOT will project, on a 3-year forward basis, whether there are

sufficient accredited resourcesto satisfythe seasonal reserve margin necessaryto meet the
reliability standard.
+ Trigger: The PUCT will trigger the LSE Reliability Obligation on a 3-year forward basis when
ERCOT systemassessment projects a likelihood of insufficient resourcesto meetthe reliability

standard.
+ LSE Requirement: Iftriggered, each LSE would be assigneda seasonal reliability requirement
based on its projected firm load during critical system hours. LSEs serving interruptible loads

would receive a reduction in their reliability requirement.
+ LSE Showings: Iftriggered, LSEs would be required to show sufficient resources (based on
ERCOT's resource accreditation) to meet their seasonal LSE requirement on a year-ahead
forward basis. Any showing deficiency would be assessed a penalty that would be used by
ERCOTto procure accredited resources and correctthe deficiency.
+ Performance Assessment: Resourcesthat are accredited with a reliabilityvalue and obligated
as part of an LSE Showing would be required tooffer intothe energymarket during designated

reliability events, with penalties assessed fornon-performance.
A visual overview of the LSE Reliability Obligation process is illustrated in Figure 1.

6 While resources are often characterized as "dispatchable" or "firm", these distinctions often blurred in a modern electricity system. For example,
solar and wind resources can be operated dispatchably. Pairing resources togethersuch as solar and energystorage can create a resourcewith fi·m
attributes. Ultimately what matters is a resource's ability to generate power when the system needs it the most. No resource is perfect and all

resources should be characterizedonanapples-to-apples basis basedontheir ability togenerate duringthesecritical hours.
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Figure 1: Overview of LSE Reliability Obligation Timing

Pre-Assessment
> PUCT establishes formal rel,ab,[ity standard

> ERCOT calculates required planning reserve margin
> CRCOT accredits reliability value of each resource

Year 0
> ERCOT conducts three-year

0

forward system assessment
> PUCT makes trigger

determination

0
0

Year 2 applies only if triggered
# ERCOT determines LSE requirements
X LSEs file year-ahead showings

Year 3 applies only if triggered

0

> Resources are assessed based on performance

Many core components of the LSE Reliability Obligation build significa ntlyon experience and policies in
other jurisdictions around the worldi or prior reform proposalstothe ERCOT market.8 Theend result is a

balanced and comprehensive solution to help ensure electric system reliability for a healthy and
prosperous twenty-first century Texas.

7 For example, see the Australian Retailer Reliability Obligation (RRO) https://www. aer.gov.au/retail-markets/retailer-reliabilitv-obligation
8 For example, see comments of Golden Spread, a non-profitelectricgeneration andtransmission utility inthe ERCOT market
http://interchange. puc.texas.gov/Documents/40000 283 735592.PDF
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2. Introduction and Background
The restructuring of the Texas electricity system in the late 1990s introduced many reforms, notably
generation competition and retail choice. It also redefined the role of the Electric Reliability Council of
Texas (ERCOT) as the state's independent system operator (ISO).9 For more than twenty years,
competition and retail choice have served Texas electricity consumers well, allowing for some of the

lowest-priced electricity in the nationlo and a rich selection of retail electricity supply products that fit
individual customer needs and preferences.Ill
The cornerstone of Texas' restructuring wasthe creation of an offer-based "energy-only" market design,

whereinthe lowest priced generatorsclearthe marketand receive a clearing price equaltothe marginal
generator required to serve customer demand. In this system, there is no explicit mechanism to ensure
there are sufficient resources to meet a formal reliability standard. Instead, hourly energy prices are

allowed to rise to very high levels (much higher than other electricity markets) with the implied
expectationthat electricityscarcity assumptions influencing forward energy prices will serve as a financial
incentive for Load Serving Entities (LSEs)to procure supply and support investment.
While this market structure has promoted competition within Texas' deregulated environment, concerns
that it may not be sufficient to maintain reliability are not new. A study commissioned by the PUCT in

2012 found that "involuntarycurtailment in an energy-only market mayoccurmore oftenthancustomers,
regulators, and policymakers find acceptable" and further that "regulators and policymakers must be
committed to tolerating price spikes. "12 Around the world,

In the current ERCOT

similar market structures are only seen in Alberta and Australia;

system, there is no explicit

however, these markets have also been the subject of market

mechanismtoensure
there are sufficient
resourcestomeeta
formal reliability standard

design reform discussions and legislation intended to ensure
resource adequacy.
In February 2021, Winter Storm Uricrippled the ERCOT electricity

system, knocking out power to over a third of the state's
customers, resulting in significant damages and loss of life. The

event resulted in the resignation of all sitting commissioners on
the Public Utility Council of Texas (PUCT),13 several ERCOT board members, and the ERCOT CEO. 14 While

many of the physical causes of those events may be beyond the reach of electricity market design (e.g.,
challenges with naturalgasdelivery), Winter Storm Uri neverthelessdrew attentionto ERCOT'selectricity
market design as a contributing factorto the persistent shortfall of generation capacity. Effortsto rectify

this situation have been wide-rangingand have captured the attention of sta keholders and policymakers

' https://energy. utexas.edu/sites/default/files/UTAustin%20%282021%29%20Events Februarv2021TexasBIackout. pdf

10 https://www. eia.gov/electricitv/state/
11 https://www. puc.texas.gov/industry/electric/directories/rep/alpha rep.aspx
12

e

https://brattlefiles.blob.core.windows. net/files/8245 ercot investment incentives and resource adequacv newell spees pfeifenberger mudge
ercot iune 2 2012. pdf
13 https://www.texastribune.org/2021/03/16/texas-public-utiltv-commission-resignation/
14 https://www. businessinsider.com/texas-blackouts-public-utility-commission-chair-resigns-deann-walker-storm-2021-3
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atthe highest levels. The Governor of Texas has made itclearthat "maintaining the reliability of the Texas
electricgrid... must remain [the PUCT's] top priority",15 while the Texas legislature passeda sweeping law
directingthe PUCTto "evaluate whether additional servicesare needed for reliability. "16
Against this backdrop, the ERCOT electricity market has recently experienced unprecedented
development of renewable resources. Wind capacity has increased threefold over the past ten yea rs,
while solar capacity has increased by a factor of five overthe past five years.17 This trend is expected to

continue as the falling cost of renewable technologies, the presence of tax subsidies, and customer
preferences for clean generation resources together favor low-carbon resources such as wind, solar, and
energy storage. The rapid development of renewable resources has prompted some to question the

reliability of an electricitygrid in which renewable energyplays a significant role.18
Holistically evaluating the ERCOT market (both past and future), the authors believe the ERCOT system

facesthree major challenges, each of which is described in more detail below.
Challengel: Ensuring Sufficient Reliable Generation
Challenge 2: Ensuring Resource Performance
Challenge 3: Adaptingto Higher Penetrationsof Renewables

Challengel: Ensuring Sufficient Reliable Generation
The existing ERCOT market sends investment signals purely through the expectation of future energy
prices. Ultimately, resources rely on energy prices that are higher than the variable cost of energy
generationtocoverthe fixed cost of maintaining existing resources and investing in new resources. Many
of these margins were historically achieved during times of scarcity when supplies were tight. ERCOT's

current energy-only market design incentivizes investment through the expectation of energy prices
resulting from market forces but does not require that a sufficient quantity of resources will be
constructedto meet a specified reliability standard.
A number of reforms have been introduced to the market over the past twenty years to enhance the

energy market's abilityto provide price signals encouraging sufficient investment in reliable generation
resources. The most significant of these was the introduction of the operating reserve demand curve
(ORDC) in 2014. The ORDC has the effect of increasing the frequency and level of scarcity prices when
market conditions are tight. I n response to concerns that the initial ORDC construct was insufficient to
incentivize necessaryinvestment in new generation, ERCOT subsequently modified the ORDC in 2018 to

further increase frequency and level of scarcity pricing in orderto increase investment. 19
These reforms notwithstanding, a review of ERCOT's actual reserve margins relativetothe target reserve

margin needed to meet a 1-event-in-10-year loss of load standard shows a consistent shortfall over the

15 https://gov.texas.gov/news/post/governor-abbott-directs-public-utility-commission-to-take-immediate-action-to-improve-electric-reliability
16 https ://capitol.texas. gov/tlodocs/87R/billtext/pdf/SB00003 F. pdf#navpanes=0
17 ERCOT Fuel Mix Report. http://www. ercot. corn/gridinfo/generation

18 https://www.texastribune.org/2021/02/17/abbott-republicans-green-energy/
19 https://www. utilitvdive.com/news/texas-regulators-direct-higher-plant-payments-amid-capacity-crunch-concerns-1/546540/
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past seven years. This means that the ERCOT market can be expected to experience loss-of-load events

more frequentlythan once everyten years.
Figure 2: Historical ERCOT Reserve Margins
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Challenge 2: Ensuring Resource Performance
One of the primary issuesthat led to widespread power outages during Winter Storm Uri wasthat many

existing resources on the system were unavailable to generate electricity due to a variety of factors.
Outages of 25 GW of naturalgas generating capacity is widely regarded asthe single largest contributing
supply-side factor in the power outages.20 The naturalgas power plant failures can primarilybe attributed

to 1) the freezing of critical parts of the plants themselves, and 2) the unavailability of natural gas fuel
supplies (an issue that affected both plants with firm pipeline contracts and those without) and 3) grid
frequency excursionsthatcaused plantstotripoffline, subsequentlyexacerbatingfreezing issues.21 These
failures reduced the generating capability of the natural gas fleet by 25 GW (nearly 50% of installed
capacity), significantly higher than the 14 GW of outages postulated in ERCOT's "extreme generation
outages" planning scenario.22 In addition, one of the state's fournuclear power plants wasoffline during

the storm, various coal units froze or tripped offline, and production from renewable power plants was
below average.

2' https://ferc. gov/media/februarv-2021-cold-weather-Rrid-operations-prelimina rv-findings-and-recommendations-ppt

L-
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21 https ://energy.utexas.edu/sites/default/files/UTAustin%20%282021%29%20Events Februarv2021TexasBIackout%2020210714.pdf
22 http://www. ercot.com/content/wcm/lists/197378/SARA-FinaIWinter2020-2021.pdf

It is critical that ERCOT consider the potential reliability challenges of each resource type into its reserve
margin accounting, including the potential for unavailability of natural gas generation. Many of the

challenges faced by natural gas plants had to do with the reduction in gas production due to freeze-offs
at naturalgas wellheads. Whilethis portion of the energy sector is outsidethe purview of ERCOT's market
design, it is nonetheless critical that ERCOT considerthis risk in a ny efforts to plan for a relia ble electricity
system. Ifthe reliability and resiliencyof naturalgas production and the pipeline system improves due to
reforms, ERCOT canandshould reflectthosechanges intheexpected reliability of naturalgas plants. Until

that happens, the evidence is plain that power plantsthat rely on pipeline fuel cannot be relied upon to
provide criticalgenerationservices duringthe winterseasontothesameextentas plants withon-site fuel
storage. Meanwhile, power plants of all types saw freeze-ups at their own equipment. The PUCT has a

separate, ongoing proceeding to impose mandatory weatherization requirements on all power plants,
regardless offuel source. 23
Another important aspect of thermal plant performance is consideration of planned outages due to
maintenance. All generators need to ensure that they have sufficient time during the year to go offline
and perform routine, necessary maintenance, often for weeks at a time. Generators often attempt to

schedule maintenance during the spring and fall "shoulder" months when weather is mild and demand
for electricity is low. Recently, there have been instances that despite mild weather/demand, so much
generation was offline for maintenance that ERCOT had to publicly request load reductions to avoid
emergencyactions.24 SB 3 specifically recognizesthis by granting ERCOT authorityto "approve or deny...

planned power outage during any season for any period of time."25 power-plant weatherization and
outage coordination are standards-based functions that are internal to the power sector and can help
improve the availability of power plants. The improvements that can be hardwired into the system

through standard-based regulation should be accounted for in expectations of resource performance.
Challenge 3: Adaptingto Higher Penetrationsof Renewables
Considering the significant changes to ERCOT's generation mixthat are expected to occur overthe next

decade, market reforms should be robust to any future grid mix, including penetrations of higher
renewables. Wind and solar generation are inherently variable and uncertain, creating challenges for
system operators that must be managed through efficient market operations. Two specific challenges

arising from higher penetration of these resources are (1) ensuring sufficient operating flexibility to
address intraday variability and forecast error, which can be remedied through reforms to ERCOT's

ancillary services and unit commitment procedures, and (2) ensuring there is sufficient installed capacity
during periods of low renewable generation, i.e., high "net load", which must be addressed through
broader market reforms aimed at investment. The latter isthe subject of this pa per, though the proposal

is complementary with reforms to ensure better same-day or day-ahead operating practices and price
formation.

23 https://interchange.puc.texas.gov/Search/Filings?ControINumber=51840

24 https://www.texastribune.org/2021/04/13/ercot-power-conservation-emergency/
25 https://capitol.texas.gov/tlodocs/87R/billtext/pdf/SB00003F. pdf#navpanes=0
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Asthe presence of variable resources inthe electricitysystem increases, the most challenging periods for

reliability will tend to shift away from thetraditional gross system peaktothe "net system peak"-where
net peak is defined as system load minus the output from variable generation resources. This

phenomenon is well-documented in jurisdictions that have begun to adapt resource adequacy planning
to accommodate high penetrations of renewables. Anexample is evening hours afterthe sun has set but
when electricitydemand is still relativelyhigh. Periods of prolonged low renewablegeneration that reduce

wind and/or solar output for multiple days or during extreme cold weather represent another potential
future challenge. Multi-day events of sustained low renewable generation also have implications on the

reliability value of energystorage, which is often constructed with a discharge capabilityof 4-6 hours.
The challenge of financially incentivizing sufficient reliability under an energy-only market framework is
also exacerbated under a high-renewable electricity system. Increasing penetrations of variable

renewable energytend to increase volatility in energy markets, which will experience prolonged periods
of very low or negative prices (due to excess wind or solar generation) punctuated by infrequent periods
of very high prices (due to a dearth of wind or solar generation). While these infrequent periods of high

prices can theoretically provide a sufficient economic price signal to firm generation, they create an
increasinglyuncertainsignal for investors rega rding whetherscarcity pricing will materializeand, if so, for
how long. Further, investors must trustthat policymakers or regulators will not "roll back" high prices if
they do occur either through market repricing or prospective changes in price caps. It also requires
acceptance of risk of periods of low electricity reserves. It is important that any future market design

provide sufficient, investable, and predictable signals to market participants to procure the appropriate
amount of reliability resources. 26

26 https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0301421516306966?via%3Dihub
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3. Objectives of Market Design Reform
The market design reforms proposed in this whitepaper are aimed at achieving six key objectives toward
the improvement of the ERCOT market design. These are listed below, with a more detailed description
of each provided in this section. These objectives were developed based on the industry experience of
the authors and their reading of SB 3. The whitepaper evaluates a variety of potential market design

reform options based on their abilityto help thesystemachieve eachof thesedesign objectives.
Figure 3: Key Objectives of Market Design Reform

Reliability
Does the marketdesign result in more steel in the ground that

contributes to the reliability needs of the system?

e (. , . ]

Economic Efficiency
Does the market design achieve resource adequacy and operational

reliability at minimal cost to society?

Competition
Does the marketdesign maintainconsumerchoiceand allow for retail

provider differentiation?

S. B. 3 Responsiveness
Do the market design reforms provide a solution to the requirements
imposed by Senate Bill 3?

Stakeholder Acceptability
e

..

Is the proposed market design acceptable to the unique set of Texas

stakeholders?

Implementation Barriers
~

~

Can the market design reform be implemented in a timely manner,

withoutadditional legislative action?
A more detailed description of each ofthe objectives of market design reform is provided below.
Reliability
Reliable electricityservice is essential forthe preservation of life and property and to the functioning of a
modern economy. Maintaining and enhancing electricity system reliability is a bedrock principle for any
sustainable market design. Maintaining reliability requires both ensuring adequate supplies of energy

resources are available tothe system operator and ensuring that the system operator can deploy those
resourcestoaddress operational reliability challenges. Market operators and regulators often set explicit
reliability standards for both the forward investment time frame (usually referred to as "Resource
Adequacy") and real-time operations. This paper focuses on the Resource Adequacy dimension of

reliability.

J
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Resource Adequacy characterizes the sufficiency of resources (i.e., "steel in the ground") to meet a
specified reliability standard. Although not mandated/prescribed, ERCOT does have an informal reliability

target of "1 loss of load event in 10 years,"as described above.27 However, regulators are free to set an
appropriate alternative standard, using regulatory judgement and specific objectives.28 Determining a

specified reliability standard will clearly delineate which events are within and outside of the planning
standard. Statedsimply, a mandatory ERCOT reserve marginshould beestablishedtoensurea bright line

of what level of system reliabilityshould minimally be achieved, enforceable through a market design.
Resources contributetosystem reliabilityby generating powerduringtimes when the system has highest

loss of load probability - for example during periods of high net load, during events with higher than
expected generator outages, during periods of low renewable supply, or during periods of constrained
fuel supply. The authors believe the market design reform should clearly and directly ensure that there

are sufficient resources to meet the specified reliability standard, without reliance on indirect market
mechanismsthat may not deliver sufficient investment.
Economic Efficiency
Any market design reform should promote economic efficiency, minimizing coststosociety. Ensuringthat

the electricitysector can deliver electricity at a low cost is a core goal of competition and one of the key
drivers of restructuring the Texas market over twenty years ago. ERCOT is an industry leader in market

designs that maximize efficiency and should continue to prioritize this objective to support economic
growthand consumer welfare.
Competition
Another key tenet of the Texas electricity market design is the important role of competition and free
market principles. Texas fully embraced this goal over twenty yea rs agothrough the restructuring of the
generation and retail supply monopolies. Today, the Texas retail market offers a wide range of retail

electricity supply options, allowing each customerto choose from over a hundred unique retail electric
providers (REPs) that offer products in the competitive-retail market. A key market design principle is to

maintain this level of customer choice, allowing customers to contract with retailers that meet their
preferences for risk, price, emissions, and other important factors. This entails minimizing the role of

"upiift", i.e., coststhat are uniformly spread across allcustomers in a waythat reducesthe ability of retail
providers to differentiatethemselves.
SB 3 Responsiveness
In response to the aftermath of Winter Storm Uri, the 87th Texas legislature passed Senate Bill 3, a
sweeping and comprehensive set of energy sector reforms.29 The law addresses manytopics, including

infrastructure weatherization, load shedding, customer communication, and new ancillary services.

27 http://www. ercot. com/content/gridinfo/resource/2015/mktanalvsis/Brattle ERCOT Resource Adequacy Review 2012-06-01. pdf
28 Alternative reliability metrics include loss of load expectation (LOLE), loss of load hours (LOLH), loss of load events (LOIE V),and expected unserved
energy (EUE). For each metric, regulators must decide on the stringency or standard used e.g. 2.4 LOLH. For more information, see:
https://www.nerc.com/comm/PC/Probabilistic%20Assessment%20Working%20Group%2OPAWG%20%20Relat/Probabilistic%2OAdeauacv%20and
%20Measures%20Report. pdf
29 https ://capitol.texas.gov/tlodocs/87R/billtext/pdf/SB00003 F. pdf#navpanes=0
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Sections of the law direct the PUCT to "evaluate whether additional services are needed for reliability"

and to"procure ancillaryor reliability services ona competitive basis" but leave sufficient flexibility tothe
PUCT in how to implement these directives. The market design proposal put forth in this whitepaper
responds directly to the directives of SB 3. Specifically, the portions of the law that this market design

proposal addresses are listed below.
Key Provisions from Section 18 Of SB 3 - Dispatchable Generation

+

Establish requirementsto meetthe reliability needs of the power system

+

Periodically, but at least annually, determine the quantity and characteristics of ancillary or

reliability services necessaryto ensure appropriate reliability during extreme heat and extreme
cold weatherconditions and during times of low non-dispatchable power production
+
+

Procure ancillary or reliability services on a competitive basistoensure appropriate reliability
Develop appropriate qualification performance requirements for providing services... including

appropriate penalties for failure to provide services
+

Ensure resources that provide services are dispatchable and able to meet continuous operating

requirements forthe season in which they are procured
+ Winterresource capabilityqualifications... Includeon-site fuel storage, dualfuelcapability, or fuel

supply arrangements
+ Summer resource capability qualifications... include procedures to ensure operation under

drought conditions
Key Provisions from Section 14 Of SB 3

+

Review the type, volume, and cost of ancillary servicesto determine whether those services will
continue to meet the needs of the electricitymarket in the ERCOT power region

+

Evaluate whether additional services are needed for reliability in the ERCOT power region while

providing adequate incentives for dispatchablegeneration
+

Modify the design, procurement, and cost allocation of ancillary services for the region in a

manner consistent with cost-causation principles and on a nondiscriminatory basis

Other topics in SB 3 related to reliability include, but are not limited to, weatherization standards,
customer communication protocols, and critical infrastructure mapping are important for the PUCT to
address and should be pursued in tandem. Market design reform does not limit or affect the manner in
which these items should be addressed. However, they are not discussed extensively here as they are

outside the scope of this whitepaper.
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Stakeholder Acceptability
Inorder for any market design reform proposalto be successful, it must beacceptabletothe broad group
of stakeholders that it would impact. Groups of important stakeholders include, but are not limited to,

residential, commercial, and industrial customers; generators; developers; retail providers; public power
utilities; environmental advocates; ERCOT; the PUCT; the Legislature; andthe Governor.
Implementation Barriers
All meaningful market design reforms will require approval from the releva nt Texas regulatory agencies
(the Public Utility Commission of Texas (PUCT) or the Railroad Commission (RRC)). Market reforms that

e

are able to leverage existing regulatoryauthority have the highest likelihood of swift implementation.
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4. Market Design Reform Options
In developing the proposed LSE Reliability Obligation, the authors carefully reviewed many different

market designs in use around the world as well as proposed market design reforms offered by a variety
of stakeholders. Emerging from that review were a series of "candidate" market design reform options
that are described in this section. These candidate options were then evaluated based on the market
design reform objectives described in Section 3.

Centralized Capacity Market
A centralized capacity market ensures there is sufficient capacity through centralized capacity
procurement, generally carried out by the system operator. In this structure, the system operator

determinesthetotalquantity ofcapacityneededtoachievea specified reliabilitytarget andthen procures
thatquantity of capacityvia an auction process where individual resources offer bids for capacityand the
lowest bids clearthe auction. In this sense, the target reliabilityof the system is an input and the price of
capacity needed to achieve that standard is an output. Each load serving entity is required to purchase

capacity equal totheir pro-rata share of total system capacity requirements, at a single clearing price as
determined through the capacity auction. These markets have the benefit of transparency and reduced

transaction costs, however, the uniform clearing price has the potential to crowd out the bilateral
dealmaking that is core to a more decentralized, competitive-retail market like ERCOT. The centralized
fra mework is most notably used in the Northeast U.S. by PJM, Independent System Operator of New

England (ISO-NE), and the New York Independent System Operator (NYISO) electricitymarkets.
Individual Load Serving Entity Obligation
An individual load serving entity obligation requires each LSE within the electricity system to procure a
sufficient quantity of resourcestomeettheirshareoftotalsystem-wide reliability requirements. LSEs can

satisfy this obligation through ownership or cont ractual relationships with independently-owned
resources and can bilaterally trade the reliability attribute of resources with other LSEs. This format is
most notably used in the Southwest Power Pool (SPP) electricity market,30 the California electricity
market,31 and has been recently introduced in Australia National Energy Mari<et32 due tothe challenges
imposed by renewable energy. The Mid-Continent Independent System Operator (MISO) has a hybrid
model where LSEs procure capacity individually, subjectto a systemwide obligation determined by MISO,
and MISO holds an auction to clear any residual capacity needs. Under this framework, the reliability

standard is an input, determined by the regulatorand/or systemoperator, while cost is an output unique
toeach LSE based on theircontracted capacity. This framework, adaptedto ERCOT, is at the core of the
LSE Reliability Obligation proposal thatthis pa per makes in Section 5.

30 https://www.spp.org/engineering/resource-adequacv/
31 httgs : //www. c Duc.ca.gov /RA/

32https://www. aer.gov. au/retail-markets/retailer-reliabilityobligation#:-:text=The%20Retailer%20Reliabilitv%20Obligation%20(RRO, in%20the%20National%20Electricitv%20Ma rket.
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Targeted Capacity Payments
Targeted capacitypayments compensate specific resources with an administratively-determined price for
their contributions to the relia bility of the system. I n effect, this policy creates a subsidy for capacitythat
results in more of this product than would have occurred in itsabsence. Inthissense,the price ofcapacity
is an input while the output is the ultimate achieved quantity of reliability resources. While targeted

payments for capacity are relatively rare in the electricity sector, targeted payments for other electricity
products, namely clean energy, are relatively common. In the American experience, such payments
typically are expressed in the form of federal or state tax subsidies. Examples of targeted clean energy
payments include the U. S. federa I investment tax credit (ITC),the U.S. federalproduction tax credit (PTC),
and feed-in-tariffs (FITs) that a re common across theglobe. Tothe extent that targeted capacity payments

are used, they are often limited to specific technologies on resources in special circumstances - for
example, zero emission credits (ZECs) targeted toward nuclear resources at risk of retirement in New
Yorl<33 and targeted paymentsto fuel-secure resourcesat riskof retirements in ISO-NE. 34

Strategic Reserve
A strategic reserve product is a centrally procured quantity of capacitythat is held outside of the market
for use during scarcityor othertime periods. The most notable use of this isthe U.S. strategic petroleum

reserve, which is held by the federal government in the event of sudden and unexpected supply
contraction and/or price increases of petroleum products in orderto limit shockto the U.S. economy.35
The strategic reserve is procured by a centralized entity, with costs allocatedtoall market participants (or
taxpayers). Theappropriate quantity of strategic reserveto procure is often arbitraryas the product will

exist alongside products procured by the competitive market wherethe sufficiency or deficiency quantity

is often unknown to some degree.
Use of this design has been proposed foruse within the electricitysector butto-date has been rarelyused,
with the most prominent examples being used to a small degree in the socialist countries of Sweden and
Belgium. 36
A strategic reserve resource can be used in two ways: 1) fully optimized with the market, bidding and

participating identically to all other plants in the market, or 2) held back for use only during times of
scarcity, which is practicallyimplemented by only allowingthese plantsto bid intothe market atthe price
cap. Inthe first case, the strategic reserve functions asa near-complete substitute for private procurement
of reserve capacity. In the second case, the strategic reserve does not distort the functioning of the

electricity market, but instead serves as an emergency insurance policy against an extraordinary event
that is outside the realm of standard system planning. However, because the resources are dispatched

very infrequently and only at the price ca p, captive ratepayers are requiredto bear the entire cost of the

33 https://www. nvserda.nv. gov/all-programs/programs/clean-energy-standard
34 https://www. iso-ne. com/committees/kev-proiects/forward-capacity-market--retain-resources-for-fuel
35 https://www. energv.gov/fe/services/petroleum -reserves/strategic-petroleum-reserve
36

https://rea der . elsevier.com/rea der/sd/pii/S0140988319300453?token=1DD88026D32F D594E4E92AC0960(871752336E 1A7E 68992DA9865026DB
A2883CBD5E C166962E F 14072F 2913659AAEBC6&origin Region=us -east-1&originCreation=20210906010817
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fleet of reserve capacityinthe form of a non-bypassable uplift charge. A strategic reserve is Iikelythe most

economically inefficient policy that might be pursued among those reviewed.
Energy Price Formation / ORDCModification
Even Texas's energy-only electricity market features a number of administrative factors that impact the

clearing price of energy, the costs to consumers, the margins to producers, and the operations and
investments in the electricity system. The most common intervention in the market is a price offer ca p,
which today is set at $9,000/MWh.37 During the early years of restructuring in Texas, scarcity price

formation wassolely dependent on the submission of high energy offers, but it eventually became clear
that this energy price signal raised competitive concerns and did not incentivize sufficient capacity. To
compensate, ERCOT introduced the operating reserve demand curve (ORDC) in 2014 that effectively

added a price adder during "tight" hours when supplies were scarce but there was not yet firm load shed.
The introduction of the ORDC has increased the energy price signal and resulted in more capacitythan

would have otherwise been procured in its absence.
ORDC Elongation
The current frameworkand administrativecontrol of the ORDC has become a subject for energy market

reform, with proposals to modify its application in the hope that a reformulation will better support
investment incentives for firm generation. One proposal for ORDC reformthat has been put forward by a
number of stakeholders is an ORDC "elongation", with the scarcity price reduced in the hours with lowest
reserves (most scarce)and increased in hours with more reserves (semi-scarce).This potentialelongatbn
reform is illustrated in Figure 4.
Figure 4: Illustration of ORDC Elongation

$/MWh ORDC
Price Adder

$9k
~ Current
~ORDC
"Elongated" ORDC

MW of Reserves
The genesisofthis reform is basedon theobservationthatthecurrent ORDC formulation leads to "feast-

or-famine" pricing, with the vast majority of energy-market margins occurring in the relatively infrequent
hours of severe scarcity. This has resulted in an inconsistent price signal that is seen as a barrier to

37 https://www. puc.texas.gov/agency/rulesnlaws/subrules/electric/25.505/25.505.pdf
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financing new capacity projects. Elongation would lead to more consistent payments for resources by

targeting many more hours.
However, an elongation of the ORDC inherently results in a reduction of price during hours when energy

is most needed and an increase in price when energy is

less needed . This framework may result in
unintended consequences such as increased payments to resources that do not materially improve
system reliability. While this market reform may increasethe incentive for reliability resources, it suffers
from the same challenges as ERCOT's existing energy-only market design in that it is not designed to
ensure sufficient resources necessaryto meet a specified reliabilitystandard. Ifthe system-wide offercap
in ERCOT is lowered, while incidences of the ORDC adder are increased, even while energy-market

revenues are held constant , it would likely increase the need for a reliability backstop like the one
proposed here.
ORDC Application to Select Resources
Another potential energymarket price reform that has been discussed is the application of the ORDCto
only select resources, e.g.,thermalgenerators. Whilethese resources may provide more reliability value

than variable ordispatch-limited resources such as wind, solarand batterystorage, it does not follow that
variable or dispatch-limited resources have no reliability value. Differentiating paymentsto resourcesthat

are simultaneously providing identical amounts of energyto the system simply based on the technology
would create significa nt market inefficiencies, friction, and distortions. Implementingsuch a reform would
necessarilydeviate from a core tenet of non-discrimination shared by all electricity markets across North
America, i.e.,that resources are paid uniformly for uniform services. Theend result would inevitably lead

to higher prices for consumers, lower reliability, or both.
Operating Reserve Requirements
Closely tied to energy price formation is the idea of procuring more "operating" reserves - resources on

standby on a real-time basis to ramp up in the event of a potential sudden drop-off in renewable
generation i.e. "net load variability."This market design modification canalso incentivize resourcestobe
more fuel secure, as is being pursued in New England. 38 However, a solution to procure higher operating

reserves only works if there is sufficient "steel in the ground" to actually provide the additional reserves.
Historicaland potential future reliability challenges are primarily driven by insufficient resources overall
not the inability to utilize or commit existing resources on a real-time basis. To the extent that reliability

issuesaredriven by wintertime fuel supplyshortages, thesearegenerallyphysicalconstraints, caused by
either a sudden drop-off in supply (Texas) or maxed out natural gas pipelines (New England). In either

case, the solution tothe problem is physical investment in new pipelines or fuel storage as opposed to
operational changes.

e

38 https://www. iso-ne.com/static-assets/documents/2020/04/esi-white-paper-final-with-cover-page-04152020.pdf
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5. LSE Re~iability Obngatbn
This whitepaper evaluated all potential market design reform options in Section 4 againstthe objectives
of market design reform described in Section 3. The LSE Reliability Obligation proposed in this pa per

scores highly on a qualitative basis relative to many of the reform objectives, striking an appropriate
balance between ensuring reliability and preserving Texas's competitive market structure. This section
provides a detailed overview of the LSE Reliability Obligation, while the following section provides a
comparison of the LSE Reliability Obligation to other potential alternatives. The whitepaper seeks to

provide sufficient detail to make the proposal understandable without being overly prescriptive in the
numerous implementation details that must necessarily follow. In each case, it describes the issue at

stake, discussesthe pros and cons and various design choices,

Because LSEs are the primary

entities that manage power
procurement today, it is a

and provides a sense as to the reasonable range of
implementation options for each component.

natural extension that LSE

Load serving entities (LSEs) are the entities responsible for
energy procurement on behalf of customers in Texas. They

should procure reiiabiiity
services if needed

manage price, risk, environmental performance, and other
important attributes of an integrated portfolio of supply
resources, as well as forecasting and offering incentives to
their customers to shape or reduce demand. LSEs include

competitive retail electric providers (REPs) in areas of ERCOT open to retail choice, municipal and

cooperatively owned utilities, and large industrial customersthat procure energy for themselves directly
fromthe ERCOT market. Because LSEs arethe primaryentitiesthat manage power procurement today, it
is a natural extensionthat LSEs should procure reliability services fortheir customers if needed.

Overview
The premise of the LSE Reliability Obligation isthe idea that ERCOT andthe PUCT should specifya desired

reliability standardand develop a market mechanism that intervenes to ensure thatsufficient resources
are procured to meet the specified standard in the event that the investment signals provided by the
energy-only market alone prove inadequate. The key elements of the LSE Reliability Obligation are listed

below, with more detail provided throughout the rest ofthis section.
+ Reliability Standard:the PUCT determines a formal system reliability standard (e.g., 1-day-in10-years). ERCOT calculatesthe requiredseasonal reserve margintoachievethis standard.
+ Resource Accreditation: ERCOT will accredit the reliability value of each resource for each
season. Resources with dispatch limitations - whether due to intermittency, energy output

duration limitations, or fuel supply challenges - would be accredited according to their
expected performance during reliability events.
+ System Assessment: ERCOT will project, on a 3-year forward basis, whether there are

sufficient accredited resourcesto satisfythe seasonal reserve margin necessaryto meet the
reliability standard.
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+ Trigger: The PUCT will triggerthe LSE Reliability Obligation on a 3-year forward basis when
ERCOT systemassessment projects a likelihood of insufficient resourcesto meet the reliability

standard.
+ LSE Requirement: Iftriggered, each LSE would be assigned a seasonal reliability requirement
based on its projected firm load during critical system hours. LSEs serving interruptible loads

would receive a reduction in their reliability requirement.
+ LSE Showings: Iftriggered, LSEs would be required to show sufficient resources (based on
ERCOT's resource accreditation) to meet their seasonal LSE requirement on a year-ahead
forward basis. Any showing deficiency would be assessed a penalty that would be used by
ERCOTto procure accredited resources and correctthe deficiency.
+ Performance Assessment: Resourcesthat are accredited with a reliabilityvalue and obligated
as part ofan LSE Showing would be required tooffer intothe energy market during designated

reliability events, with penalties assessed fornon-performance.
A visual overview of the LSE Reliability Obligation process is illustrated in Figure 5.
Figure 5: Overview of LSE Reliability Obligation Timing

Pre-Assessment
> PUCT establishes formal reliability standard
# ERCOT calculates required planning reserve margin

# ERCOT accredits reliability value of each resource

Year 0
> ERCOT conducts three-year

0

forward system assessment
> PUCT makes trigger

determination

0
0

Year 2 applies only if triggered
W ERCOT determines LSE requirements
# LSEs file year-ahead showings

Year 3 applies only if triggered

0

> Resources are assessed based on performance
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Reliability Standard
The PUCT will needtodeterminean appropriate reliabilitystandard forTexasand indoing sowill implicitly

decide what events should be included in the system planning standardand what events fall outside the
standard. It is important to note that no electricity system plans for perfect reliability, so some firm load
shedding should be expected. While the "1 loss of load event in 10 years" standard is commonthroughout
North America, policymakers have begun to explore alternative metrics as shown in Table 1. A standard
based on expected unserved energy may have helped to mitigate some of the worst impacts of Winter
Storm Uri duetothe sheermagnitude of the power outage.
The two components of a reliability standard are 1) the selected reliability metric, and 2) the stringency
of this metric. Example reliability metrics are provided below.
Table 1: Overview of Reliability Metrics

Acronym ~
LOLE

Name
Loss of Load
Expectation

~

Unit

~

dayslyr

Definition

The expected number of days peryearwhere load +

reserves exceed available generating capacity at least
onceduringtheday

-

EUE

Expected
Unserved

MWh/yr

Average total quantity of unserved energy (MWh) over a

yeardue to load + reserves exceeding available
generating capacity

Energy

----

LOLH

h rs/yr

Loss of Load

Hours
-

LOLEV

.

1

Loss of Load
Events

Expected average numberof hours peryear where load

+ reserves exceed available generating capacity
-I.E~

' events/yr

Average number of loss of load events peryear, of any

duration or magnitude, due to load + reserves exceeding
available generating capacity

The stringency of the standard assigns a numerical target tothe chosen metric: For example, 0.05 LOLE
(1-day-in-20-years), 0.1 LOLE (1-day-in-10-years), or 0.2 LOLE (1-day-in-5-years).
Once a reliability standard has been determined, ERCOT should calculate the required planning reserve
margin (PRM) to achieve that standard, using industry best practices.39 An illustration of this process is

provided below.

L-
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39 Conversion of reliability standardto required reserve margin described on page 3: https://www. ethree.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/E3Practica I-Application-of-E LCC. pdf

Figure 6: Translation of Reliability Standard to Planning Reserve Margin (PRM)
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Resource Accreditation
Going hand-in-hand with the reliability standard and required planning reserve margin is the
determination of a resource's ability to contribute to meeting that standard. Individual resource

accreditation would be measured as a percentage (%) value, potentially reducing a maximum nameplate
capacity (MW) to reflect a reliability value.
Characterizing a resource'sreliability value has historically been a relativelystraightforwa rd exercise when

most resources were "firm" i.e., always available for continuous periods of time except during forced
outages. Resources such as nuclear, coal, and natural gas (with reliable fuel supply) fit this description.
However, the determination of effective capacity is more complex and challenging for variable and

dispatch-limited resources such as wind, solar, energy storage, or thermal resources with significant
limitations such as air permits that constrain runtime, lack of firm fuel supplies, or risks of correlated
outages. At its core, the exerciseto quantify reliability value should determine if resources are available

when the system needsthemthe most during criticalscarcity hours .
ERCOT currentlyquantifies the reliability value of wind and solartowa rd its planning reserve margin via a
Seasonal Peak Average Solar/Wind Capacity as a Percent of Installed Capacity metricthatis calculated as

theaverage output of solar/windduring the 20 highest system load hoursduring priorsummerand winter
seasons.40 However, this approach does not account for the fact that the most important hours for

m

w ERCOT Protocol Section 3.2.6 http://www. ercot.com/content/wcm/curent guides/53528/03-110119 Nodal. docx
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reliabilityare increasinglynot pea k gross load

hours , but peak net load hours . 41 This has been the subject

of significantsta keholdercomment.42 Whenthequantity of renewableenergy wassmall, simple heuristics

such asthe top 20 hours approach were not materiallyimpactful on theaggregateassessment ofsystem
reliability. However, as renewable penetrations have grown, the need for more robust and sophisticated

metrics has become increasinglyclearto electricity marketoperatorsand participants acrossthecountry
ERCOT also quantifies the reliability contribution of thermal resources such as natural gas, coa I, a nd
nuclear using seasonal maximum sustainable limits. 43 These values, which are close to the maximum

nameplate capacityof the units, do not account for fuel-supply disruptions or correlated winter outages,
which can occur in extreme weather circumstances that can affect many plants simultaneously. ERCOT
should incorporate this factor into the reliability contribution of thermal resources. In light of Winter
Storm Uri, ERCOTshouldalsoconsiderthatthesecurity

of fuel supply does not affect all plants equally.
Geographic location, connectivityto intra-versus inter-

state pipelines, connectivitytonaturalgas storage, and
the presence of on-site fuel (or backup fuel) are all
relevant considerations that can impact the reliability
contribution of thermal resources.
A resource's accredited reliability value should reflect

its limitations - from uncertain wind or solar output,
energy dispatch limitations, or undependable fuel
supplies - on an apples-to-apples basis between a//

A resource's accredited reliability

value should reflect its limitations
- from uncertain wind orsolar
output, energydispatch
Iimitationsor undependable fuel

supplies-on a apples-to-apples
basis across a// resources

resources. Over the past decade, there has been a growing movement toward the use of the effective
load carrying capability (ELCC) metric to quantify the reliability contribution of diverse resources on an
equivalent basis. ELCC is a technology-neutral measurement of the equivalent "perfect" capacity from
intermittent, energy-limited, orfuel-insecure resources. For example, if the marginal ELCC of wind is 15%,

an additional 100 megawatts of wind would provide the same reliability benefit to the system as an
additional 15 megawatts of perfectly firm capacity. The ELCC metricstands incontrasttootheralternative
"rule of thumb" approaches (such as ERCOT's) based on its ability to assess each resource's expected

performance during the specific and infrequent hours that are most important for system reliability.
Four ofthe six U.S. electricitymarkets witha resourceadequacyprogramoran organizedcapacitymarket
(MISC),44 CAISO,45 SPP,46 pj M47) currently use ELCC or will use ELCC by 2023. The other two electricity

41 Net load is calculated as gross load minus the contribution of solar, wind, and energy-limited resources such as storageand hydro
42 http://www. ercot. com/content/wcm/lists/219841/Capacity Dema ndand ReservesReport Mav2021. pdf
43 http://www. ercot. com/content/wcm/lists/197378/SARA-Fina IWinter 2020-2021. pdf

44 https://cdn. misoenergv.org/2019%2a/Vind%20and%20Solar%20Capacitv%20Credit'%20Report303063. pdf
45
CAISO
Resource
Adequacy
is
administered
through
the
California
Public
Utilities
Commission
(cpuq
https://www.cpuc.ca.gov/uploa ded Files/CPUCWebsite/Content/Utilities Industries/E nergv/EnergvProgra ms/ElectPower Procur ementGene ration/De
mandModeling/EICC 2 13 19. PDF

46 https://www.spp.org/documents/61025/elcc%20solar%20and%20wind%20accreditation. pdf

i

47 https://WWW. Pim.com/planning/resource-adequacy-planning/effective-load-carrying-capability
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markets (NYISO,48 ISO-NE49) arecurrently exploring the potential to integrate ELCC into market practices
through public stakeholderprocesses. ERCOT has alsoquantified ELCC forrenewable resources in reserve

margin studies, although they are not used in any official capacity and the seasonal peak average
methodology continuesto be used in quantifying the official reserve margin.50
ELCC is also sometimes used to characterizethe reliability contribution of firm resources, particularly for

smaller systems where a large unit outage can, by itself, significa ntly increase the potential for loss-ofload. On Iargersystems, ELCCvalues for firm resourcestend to be quite similartothe Unforced Capacity
(UCAP) metric used by many market operators.
An ELCC approach to resource accreditation can be used to accurately capture key reliability limitations

of resources including but not limited to:
+

Intermittencyof variable renewable resourcessuch as wind and solar, including the potential for

multi-day low renewablegeneration periods;
+

Limitations on the ability of resources to out put generation for prolonged periods of time i.e.

storage charge duration, hydro reservior limitations, drought conditions, demand response call
limitations, or air permit runtime limitations forthermalgenerators;
+

Fuel supplyconstraintsthat impacta resource'sabilitytogenerateduringcriticalhours;

+ Geographicconsiderations, including characteristicssuchas regional wind and solarpatternsand

proximityto reliabiltiy fuel supplies; and
+

Forced outage characteristics including the likelihood that a resource will be unavailable to

generate during critical hours due to a mechanical failure, including failures caused by extreme
weather.
Not only does a recognition of these factors follow industry best practices, but incorporatingthese factors
into resource reliability determination is also directly responsiveto Section 18 of Senate Bill 3 that states
that ERCOT should "determine... the characteristics of... reliability services necessary to ensure

appropriate reliability during extreme heatand extreme cold weatherconditions and during times of low
non-dispatchable power production." It further states that "resources [should be] able to meet

continuous operating requirements" while accounting for factorssuch as "on-site fuel storage, dual fuel
capability, fuel supplyarrangements... anddroughtconditions."
Through an accreditation process, ERCOT would determine the reliability contribution for each resource.
Because ELCC calculations arecomputationally intensive, ERCOT will likely need togroup resources into
"classes," differentiating resources basedon keycharacteristics. Individual resources withina class can be

48

https://www. nviso.com/documents/20142/24130223/20210830%2ONYISO%20-%20Capacitv%20Accreditation vl0%20(002).pdf/bllb55d4-

7aa9-644a-d803-05ae8df1877c

4' https://www. iso-ne.com/static-assets/documents/2020/10/2021 awp final 10 05 20. pdf
50 http://www. ercot.com/content/wcm/lists/219844/2020 ERCOT Reserve Margin Study Report FINAL 1-15-2021.pdf
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distinguished based on operating history. While there is no limit to the quantity of resource classes, more
classes createsa higherburden for ERCOT and more complication for market participants.
For each resource class, ERCOT would determine a percentage (%) reliability value, that would serve as
the basis for de-rating the nameplate megawatt (MW) capacity of each resource. An example list of

potential resource classes, illustrative reliability values, and factors that would be considered in
determining these reliability values is provided below.
Figure 7: Illustrationof ReliabilityValuesby Resource
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The recommended approach is notable for its consistency in treatment of all technologies without the

need to define overlapping products such as a "firm" requirement or a "fuel security" requirement.
Creating distinct products that cannot trade off against one another would create artificial constraints

that inhibit competition among resources, a key principle of economic efficiency, an important objective
of market reform.
It should finally be noted that resource accreditation is a complex task, with many methodological
decisions and dynamics that are beyond the scope of this whitepaper. 51 Some factors that should be
incorporated into the reliability assessment may fall outside the ELCC fra meworkdue to issues such as
data availability. I n this case, expert judgmentandadministrativedecisions will be required. Developing a

full resource accreditationframework will require a full review of industry best practices, a comprehensive
stakeholder engagement process, and investments in new analytical tools and processes. However,
ERCOT already has many of these required capabilities and conducts regular planning studies for

transmission systemanalysis and long-termsystemassessment.

i

51 https://www. ethree. com/wp-content/uploa ds/2020/08/E3-Practica I-Application-of-E LCC. pdf
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System Assessment
ERCOT would conduct a forward-looking assessmenttodetermineadequate reliability on a 3-year ahead
basis. The system assessment would require an accurate and robust forecast of total system loads and

resources, making assumptions about future load growth, resource additions, and resource retirements.
ERCOT should rely on industry best practices in developing these forecasts, leveraging existing practices
atother U.S. ISOsthat routinely make theseassessmentsas partoftheir forecasting processes. Giventhe
inherent uncertainty in many of these assumptions, ERCOT may wish to evaluate multiple scenarios,
highlighting key risks and assumptions forthe PUCT.
The assessment will also rely on the resourceaccreditation process, utilizing the reliability value of each
resource in assessing system sufficiency. If the assessment forecasts sufficient accredited reliability

resources to meet projected load growth plus the required planning reserve margin, the system is
projected to be sufficient. Ifthe opposite is true, the system is deficient. Inany event, ERCOT should report

the full findings of the systemassessment includingthe potential degreeto which the system is expected
to be sufficient or deficient and any key risks or assumptionsembedded in that assessment.
Trigger
Using the forwa rd-looking system assessment developed by ERCOT, the PUCT would make a decision
aboutwhetherto "trigger"the LSE Reliability Obligation. I f the 3-year ahead systemassessmentshows a
high probability of adequate resource availability, no action would be needed. However, if the system
assessment shows inadequate resources, the PUCT could trigger the LSE Reliability Obligation. Factors
that the PUCT could consider include load uncertainty, the magnitude of the expected sufficiency or

deficiency, the potential for resource additions or retirementsduring the three-year period, and data or
methodological Iimitationsthat could impact the assessment.
The requirement for a triggerto activatethe LSE Reliability Obligation allows it to be minimally intrusive

and disruptive to the current market fra mework: should the three-year ahead assessment indicate that
the system will remain reliable over this period, the current energy-only market will function as it does
today without intervention; however, in the event that evidence suggests thatthe system will be short,
the trigger forthe LSE Reliability Obligation provides the systemoperator with some recourseto remedy

an expected resource deficiency thatthe energy-only market alone would not be expectedto resolve.
By "pulling" the trigger, the PUCT puts LSEs on notice that they will need to make a showing to

demonstrate procurement of sufficient reliability resources tocovertheir shareof totalsystem reliability
requirements beginning one year before the compliance season. The 3-year forward timeframe for the
trigger wouldallow LSEstimetodevelop new resources shouldthat be necessary. Theyear-ahead forward
timeframe for the LSE showing is selectedto be far enough out to enable ERCOTto procure resources on
behalf of deficient LSEs but closeenough tothe compliance seasonthat LSE loads are relatively certain.
The LSE Reliability Obligation may benefit from a mechanism to address the riskof load migration after
the forwa rd showing. Thesecould include:
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+

Moving the forward showing closer to the compliance season. This would reduce LSEs' risks
associated with load migration but may jeopa rdize reliability by diminishing ERCOT's ability

to remedy any systemwide shortfalls.
+

Incorporating a second formal showing closer to the compliance period to rebalance the
obligations among LSEs. The principal function of the second showing would be to reshuffle
the obligation among LSEs to account for load migration, as opposed to the year-ahead
showing which would identify any remaining system-wide deficiencies and rectifythem. The

potential risk reduction benefits would need to be weighed against the administrative cost
associated witha second formal showing.
3-year forward analysis would be conducted for each of the summerand winterseasons, and it is possible
that only one season would show a deficiency and triggera reliability showing for that season.
Trigger Alternative
The proposedtrigger featureof the LSE Reliability Obligation was designedto minimizethe intrusion and

impact of the proposal while still allowing the energy-only market design an opportunity to deliver.
However, it is possiblethatthe uncertaintycreated bythetriggerand potentialoscillation between on/off
states could increase burden and uncertainty for LSEs.
An alternative approach is to adopt the LSE Reliability Obligation without the trigger. Inthis case, the LSE
Reliability Obligation would be perpetually active on a year-ahead basis with respecttoeach season. The
potential benefits of this aretwofold: 1) it provides certaintyto LSEs about what requirements will be and

what value holding accredited reliability resources will provide, and 2) it ensuresthat reliability does not
unexpectedly degradeafterthetrigger was not pulled which could Ieavethesystemdeficient without any
remedyto rectify. The costs arethatthis approach would take a potentially more domineering role in the
market design of ERCOT. Ultimately, the decision to include or exclude the trigger component is a
regulatoryjudgement call that should be made by the PUCT.

LSE Requirement
The LSE requirement is each LSE's share of total system-wide reliability resourcesthat must be procured
in the event that the LSE Reliability Obligation is triggered. Each LSE's reliability requirement is based on

their pro-rata shareof system load during the periods of the seasonthat drive reliability requirements which will typically align with peak "net load" hours, where net load is defined as gross load minus
renewableand storage generation. Thisapproachassigns reliabilityrequirementstothe LSEs with highest

loads during the mostchallenging hours without penalizing Ioadsthat consumeenergyduring non-binding
or even beneficial times of day (such as the middle of the day when an abundance of solar and wind
generation result in very low or negative energy prices).
Peak net load hours are a function of the resources on the electricity systemand should be expected to
changeasthe systemevolves, namelyas renewable generation increases. SB 3 acknowledgesthe central
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importance of reliability duringthe peak netload hours,52 and ERCOT pricing data clearly indicatesthese
hours are when supply-and-demand conditions are at theirtightest. An example ofthis is summer pea k

net load hours shiftingfrom the middle of the afternoon (when the system has Iittlesolar)to the evening
(when the system has significant solar). This phenomenon has been well-documented in other

jurisdictions experiencing rapid increases insolarpenetration.
The LSE requirement should only apply to firm load that is non-curtailable. To the extent that LSEs have

load that can be curtailed or interrupted atthe direction ofthe systemoperator, this would begiven credit
and exempted from the LSE requirement. Loadthat is partiallycurtailable wouldget a partialcredit against
the requirement. The partial credit would be determined by ERCOT based on any specific limitations to

the load's ability to curtail (e.g., limitations on how often a load curtailment event could occur and how
long the load could be offline). Other measures that allow LSEs to shift load away from peak net load
periods - such as time-of-use rates or demand response - would also inherently reduce their LSE

requirement.
Tothe extentthat LSE requirements are confidential, ERCOT

could protect this sensitive information and not disclose
individual LSE requirements.

The LSE Re~iabi~ity Obligation

will induce investment in
new resources by LSEsthat

LSEShowing
In the event that the LSE Reliability Obligation is triggered,
each LSE would be required to make a reliability showing on

are deficient in their showing
obiigation in orderto avoid
thecompliancepenaky

a year-ahead basis. The reliabilityshowing would require that
each LSE show that it has a contractual relationship with
sufficient reliability resourcesto meet its LSE requirement. I f an LSE shows sufficient reliability resources
to satisfy its requirement, the LSE is in compliance. If an LSE is deficient (i.e. shows fewer MW of reliability
resourcesthanthe MW LSE requirement), it would be assesseda compliance penalty. The penalty should
be sufficiently punitive - for example two to three times the cost of new entry (CONE) - to ensure
compliance. The LSE Reliability Obligation will induce investment in new resources by LSEs that are
deficient in their showing obligation in order to avoid the compliance penalty. In the unexpected event
that an LSE is deficient and assessed a compliance penalty, ERCOT could use these funds to procure
resources on behalf of the non-compliant LSE to fill any system-wide gap. This attractive feature of the
LSE Reliability Obligation ensures that the cost of backstop procurement is borne by the non-compliant
LSE as opposed to indiscriminately by all load (as is the case in a strategic reserveapproach).
Performance Assessment
Performance assessment is closelytiedto resource accreditation and is directly required by Section 18 of
SB 3, directing ERCOTto "develop appropriate qualification and performance requirements for providing
services... including appropriate penalties for failure to provide the services." Resource adequacy

52 SB 3, Section 18 (B) (5) https://capitol.texas.gov/tlodocs/87R/billtext/pdf/S B00003F.pdf#navpanes=0
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constructs carried out by market operators across the U.S. ensure performance through "must-offef'
obligationsthat require accreditated reliability resourcestooffertheir services intothe energymarket. It

is through this constructthat the electricity market can ensure that reliability resources will be available
when needed bythe system.
Once the showing is complete, LSEs would have no furtherobligation for reliability resource procurement.
However, the resources (generators and interruptible loads) that enter into a contractual relationship
with an LSE as part of the latter's reliabilityshowing would then be subject to a must-offer obligation and
a performance assessment. In order to minimize impact on the market of introducing a must-offer
obligation, the obligation need not be active uniformly throughout the season. Rather, ERCOT would

designate the potential for a reliability event at least one day in advance, triggering the must-offer
obligation for all reliability-contracted resources, which would then be reqiured to offer all of their
accreditedcapacityintothe market for the duration ofthe event.
The must-offer obligation provides a benchmarkto measurethe performance of resources, with penalties

being assessed on resources that do not fulfill their obligation and potential reliability payments being
conferred on resourcesthatexceedtheirobligations. Manyorganized U.S. capacity marketsincluding ISONE,53 PJM,54 and CAISO55 currently utilize performance mechanismstoensure resources fulfill their must-

offer obligations, with sufficiently punitive penalties that are multiple times greater than the cost of
energygeneration. It is importanttonotethatthe performanceassessmentand penaltiesassociated with

the must-offer obligation are Ievied on generators and are separate and distinctfrom any penalties Ievied
on LSEs associated with a forward showing deficiency.
Implementinga symmetric penalty for resourcesthat underperformand compensation for resourcesthat

overperform would allow suppliers that own multiple generators to net their reliability positions and
capture the inherent diversity expected from a portfolio of resources. In some instances, penalty
payments would simply be used to compensate resources that overperform. In instances where the

system finds itself in an aggregate net short position, any net penalty payments collected from generators
would be returned to LSEs.
The must-offerobligation would apply onlyto resourcesthatseekandobtain reliabilityaccreditation from
ERCOT andthen enterinto a contractual relationshipwithan LSE as partof the latter's reliabilityshowing.
Resources mayelect nottosellthe maximumamount thattheir reliabilityaccreditation permitsthemto,
which would avoid their designation as must-offer resources. This would be a reasonable course for

resources to take if they believe that the peformance penalties would impose too consequential a risk
given their own commercial view of their potential unreliabilty during critical hours. Resources may also
electto enter into a contractual relationship with an LSE for only a part of its accredited capacity.

53 ISO-NE has a pay-for-performance compensation mechanism that penalizes or rewards generators $2000/MWh based on their actual performance
relative to their capacity market obligation during scarcity events. The penalty/reward is slated to increase to $5,455/MWh by 2024.
54 PJM has a penalty for non-performance during scarcity events or reward for over-performing relativetoa resource's capacity marketobligation
The financial penalty is tied to netcost of new entry (net-CONE) and is approximately $3,000/MWh (assuming a net-CONE of $100,000/MW-yr).
55 CAISO has a resource availability incentive mechanism thatpenalizes resources based ontheir average offeravailability ata price of $3.79/kW-ma
A resource with 90% availability during the month would be penalized $0.379/kW-mo (i.e. $3.79/kW-mo * 10%)
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Market Monitoring
Strong market monitoring protections are needed to mitigate market manipulation by large market
participants that are able to exert market power. Electricity markets across the world have extensive

experience monitoring various products for manipulation and the best practices that have been
developed to deal withthese issues can and should be applied tothe LSE Reliability Obligation. From the
perspective of the LSE Reliability Obligation, LSEs with excess reliability resources should not be able

withold these resources fromthe market in an effort toeitherdrive up the value or to impose compliance
penalties on competitors as a way to decrease competition. One potential option to mitigate market
power would beto impose a requirement for all LSEsto place bidsto buy and sell reliability resources with
a maximu m spread limit between the offered buy and offered sell price. Similar requirements have been
implemented in Australia under a market design relatedtothe one proposed in this pa per, known asthe
Retailer ReliabilityObligation. 56

m

56 https://www. aer.gov.au/retail-markets/retailer-reliability-obligation/market-liquidity-obligation
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6. Comparison of Reform Options
In order to develop the LSE Reliability Obligation proposed in this whitepaper, the authors reviewed a
wide arrayof potential market design reform options qualitatively (Section 4) and evaluatedthemagainst
the objectives of market design reform (Section 3). The LSE Reliability Obligation achieves a high rating,
on balance, acrossallobjectives. It is particularlynoteworthythat it accomplishesthecore market-design
mandates of SB 3 in a way no other proposal does. However, the implementation of an LSE Reliability
Obligation would not preclude some of the other reforms currentlyunder consideration. Figure 8 provides
an ove rview of which reforms may complement the LSE Reliability Obligation and which reforms must be

considered as alternatives.
Figure 8: Interactions Between LSE Reliability Obligation and Other Market Reform Options
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This section highlights the performance of the LSE Reliability Obligation against other potential market

reform options againstthe stated objectives of market design reform.
LSE Reliability Obligation vs. Centralized Capacity Market
A centralized capacity market produces a single, market-wide clearing price of capacitythat is assessed
on all loads and may suppress LSE differentiation due to a potential reduction in bilateral contracting.
Such a system inherentlyrequires a significant numberof centralized, administrativedecisionsthat govern
price formationand inherently shifts powerawayfrom decentralized LSEs and into a central procurement
agency. In addition, a uniform capacity price is paid to every qualifying MW. The LSE Reliability Obligation
is more closely aligned with the diversegroup of LSEs that provide retail competition in Texastoday. The
LSE Reliability Obligation allows LSEs to enter into a wide variety of relationships with resources forthe

purposes of the showing requirement, which include direct ownership, power purchase or tolling
agreements, orthe unbundled sale of a plant's reliability attributes. In facilitating this kind of trading, it
would enable and encourage LSEs to maintain portfolios of resources tailored to meet the needs and

J

preferences of their customers and would be a minimally intrusive construct to ensure sufficient
reliability.
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LSE Reliability Obligation vs. Targeted Capacity Payments
Targeted capacitypayments provide a subsidyto certain resources but do not ensurethatthe system will
achieve a specified level of reliability, unlike the LSE Reliability Obligation. There is a significant chance

thatthetargeted capacity payment will be insufficient to build enough reliability resources ortoo rich and
incentivize more reliability resources than are needed, resulting in high and unnecessary costs for
customers. I ftargeted capacity payments onlyapplyto specifictechnologiesor vintages of resources, this
introduces economic distortions that are inconsistent with competitive market principles. If targeted

capacity payments are applied only to new generation, it could potentially induce the retirement of
existing generation-leaving the system in a net neutral or even potentially worse off position but with
higher costs. On the other hand, if targeted capacity payments applied only to at-riskgeneration that
might retire, this could stuntthe development of new resources. The LSE Reliability Obligation allows for

the appropriate accreditation and trading of all resources on an apples-to-apples basis that provide
resourceadequacy tothe system, in a waythatthe blunt tool of targeted capacity payments will not be
abletoachieve.
LSE Reliability Obligation vs. Strategic Reserve
A strategic reserve is a centrally-driven market intervention that is very likely to result in higher costs for
customers relativetoothercapacityprocurementschemes. Manystrategic resell/e constructswouldonly

bid these resources into the energymarket atthe price cap in orderto avoid distortion of price formation
for other market participants. However, this is not an economically efficient use of the customer-funded
reserve investment and increases operational costs of the system. This approach would have customers
pay full freight for brand-new power plantsthat sit idle nearly all of the time. Meanwhile, if the strategic

reserve were optimally bid into the market more consistently, this would result in price distortion that
would impact other market participants and would likely crowd out private investment in the long-run.
Thus, a strategic reserve is not consistent with competitive market principles and does not minimize costs.
Further, the costs of a strategic reserve are typically borne by all market participants, regardless of
whethereach market participant isa contributortothe aggregateneed forthese resourcesornot. Inthis

sense, retailers may actually have a disincentive to procure reliability resources, knowing they will be
indiscriminately charged for strategic reserve resources regardless. Bothacademics57 anda wide arrayof
Texas stakeholders58 have made clear the potential pitfalls of a strategic reserve approach and extolled

the benefits of a market-based mechanism as opposed to a centrally determined interventionist
mechanism.
LSE Reliability Obligation vs. Energy Price Formation Reform
Texas has a long history of energy pricing design changes, including alternative price caps and multiple
iterations of the ORDC.59 These mechanisms have fallen short at incentivizingthe appropriate amount of

57 https://hepg. hks.harvard. edu/files/hepg/files/hogan pope ercot 050917.pdf? m=1523367673
58 https://cgmf. org/blog-entry/435/REPORT-%7C-Never-Again-How-to-prevent-another-maior-Texas-electricitv-failure. html

59 httPS://hepg. hks.harvard. edu/files/hepg/files/hogan pope ercot 050917.pdf? m=1523367673
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system reliability despite the potential for very large financial rewa rds for doing so. Modifications tothe
ORDC are not guaranteed to remedy this problem, and may even have the unintended consequence of

incentivizing additional resources that raise energy prices for consumers during some hours but that do
not provide energy during the most critical hours. For this reason, a modification to the ORDC alone is
unlikely to materially improve the reliability of the ERCOT electricity system. However, the trigger
component of the LSE Reliability Obligation is specifically designedsuch that if energyprice signals result
in sufficient investment in reliability resources, then the LSE Reliability Obligation would be non-binding
with no effect on LSEs or other market participants.
Another potential energymarket price reform that has been discussed is the application of the ORDCto
only select resources, e.g., thermal capacity. While in theory this may have the benefit of directing

reliability payments toward resources that are providing greater reliability benefit, in practice
implementing such a systemthrough an hourly energy market would make it impossible to meaningfully
distinguish between different types of resources that are all providing energy. Differentiating payments

to resources that are simultaneously providing identical amounts of energy tothe system based on the
technology type, rather that performance, is counter to competitive market principles and would create
significant market inefficiencies, friction, and distortions that are discussed in later in the whitepaper. A
core advantage of the LSE Reliability Obligation relative to such a n energy market price reform is its
technological neutrality. The LSE Reliability Obligation credits resources uniformly based on the services

they provide tothe system, regardlessof underlying technology, even though characteristicsmayvaryby
technology or resource modifications such as on-site fuel storage.
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7. ReliabilityValue Dynamics
An important question for policymakers, customers, generators, and other market participants is "what
does the LSE Reliability Obligation cost?" First, the cost of the LSE Reliability Obligation will be impacted
by the reliability standard set by the PUCT. To the extent that the standard is more stringent, this will
increasecosts. Another important dimension ofcost lies in interaction withthe rest ofthe Texaselectricity
market. If the energy-only market design delivers sufficient resources to meet the specified reliability
target, the LSE Reliability Obligation would not be triggered and the cost would be zero. Alternatively, if
the energy-only design results in a significa nt deficiency of reliability resources, the cost borne bythe LSE
Reliability Obligation would be larger.
The interaction betweenthe LSE Reliability Obligation and the energy market can be represented in part

through a well-established relationship between the fixed cost of new resources and the margins these
resources expect to earn in the energy market as illustrated in Figure 9. The higher the expected energy

market margins, the less "residual" value must be borne by a backstop reliability procurement program
such asthe LSE ReliabilityObligation.
Figure 9: Illustrationof Residual ReliabilityValue
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This section qualitatively describes how the value of "residual reliability value" i.e. the cost of the LSE
Reliability Obligation may be expected to change under ORDC reforms and increased participation of

demand-side resources.
Impact of ORDC Reformson Residual Reliability Value

J

The administrative decisionsthatdetermineenergyprice formation, namelythesystem price capandthe
ORDC formula, have a significant impact on the expected energy margins of a resource, and thus impact
the residual reliability value. The ERCOT market design today is predicated on the energy-only market
design delivering sufficient revenues to eliminate any residual reliability value. To the extent that
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policymakers modify the parameters of energy price formation, for example by decreasing the existing
$9,000/MWh energyprice cap 60, this would likely decrease expected energymarket margins and increase
residual reliability value and trigger the LSE Reliability Obligation. The graphic below illustrates this

relationship.
Figure 10: Impactof Energy PriceCapon Residual Reliability Value
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a decrease in energy price cap (or other similar energy market reforms)
decreases energy market margins and increases residual reliability value
and the likelihood of triggering the LSE Reliability Obligation
Elongation of the ORDC would need to be analyzed for the potential impact on residual reliability value.
As previously noted, elongation of the ORDC would likely reduce residual reliability value for some

resourcesthatgenerate in hours when the system is most constrained but might increase compensation
for resourcesthatgenerate during hours when supplies are tight but there is low probability of a loss-ofload event.
Impact of Increased Participation from Demand-Side Resources on Residual Reliability Value
A significant contributorto the current predicament in Texas isthat hourly energy prices are very quickto

oscillate between periods of sufficiency (where prices are low or even negative) and deficiency (where
prices are as high as $9,000/MWh). The periods of deficiency can result in power outages (and associated

societal costs) with painful price impacts for the remaining consumers that continue to receive service,
however, these periods are also necessary for resources to earn margins to recover capital investment
costs. Enabling more demand to be responsive to price would allow some resources to voluntarily curtail

during periods of deficiency, avoiding both firm load shed and the high prices associated with such loadshedding events. If these periods were to happen with sufficient frequency, prices would rise above

variable cost of generation, increasing margins for the capital recovery of reliability resources while

i

6' http://www. energvchoicematters.com/stories/20210923v. html
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avoiding power outages and very high energy prices.61 Effectively, more participation of demand will
increase energy margins, reducing the residual reliability value and the cost of the LSE Reliability
Obligation.
There may be a significant number of customers willingto curtail allor a portion of their load for the right

price, howevercustomers often do not respond in this way dueto insufficient incentives provided by their
LSEs to respond to wholesale market prices and a lack of information or technological ability to do sa
Breaking down these barriers should be a near-term goal for the PUCT given the strong relationship

between demand side participation and reliability.62

61

https://www. sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S030626190900244X
For example, see stakeholder comments of PUCT Project 52373
http://interchange. puc.texas.gov/search/filings/?UtilitvTvpe=A&ControINumber=52373& ItemMatch=Equal&DocumentTvpe=ALL&SortOrder=Ascen

ek#

62
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8. Conclusion
Electric system reliability is critical to modern society, both from an economic and a health and safety
perspective. The importance of reliability is only likely to increase as more aspects of life become
dependent on electricity, including transportationand heating. The current ERCOT 'energy-only' market

design provides financial signals for investment in resources but does not ensure there are sufficient
resources or resources with the right capabilities to meet a specified reliability target. Recent historical
events such as Winter Storm Uri and concerns an impending increase in intermittent (wind, solar) and

energy-limited (storage) have made thesechallengeseven more acute.
The LSE ReliabilityObligation provides a market reform proposal for ERCOTthat retainsthe best elements

of the existing design while providing a mechanism to ensure thatthere are sufficient resources to meet
a specified reliability standard. The proposal retains a competitive, restructured retail electricity market

and provides the opportunity for the energy-only framework to deliver sufficient reliability before
imposing additional obligations on LSEs. The proposal is directly responsive tothe directive of Senate Bill

3 to "procure... reliability services on a competitive basis,"delivering fair and low-cost reliability in a way
that is responsiveto the diverse set of unique Texas stakeholderinterests. The LSE Reliability Obligation
represents an important step forward in the evolution of the Texas electricity market and is an important

component of comprehensive energy-sector reform.
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9. Technica~ Appendix
This appendix is intended to provide a calculation example of the LSE Reliability Obligation. This
calculation is for an illustrative set of LSEs and resources and is not intended to convey actualexpected

outcomes.
Step 1: Establish Seasonal Reliability Standard and Required Planning Reserve Margin
The PUCT will establish a reliability standard by season. Thetwo components of a reliability standard are
1) the selected reliability metricand 2) thestringencyof this metric. While conventional reliability
planning in North America usesthe loss of load expectation (LOLE) metricata 1-day-in-10-year
stringency, it is possiblethat other metrics are more suitable for Texas and other systems with exposure
to high magnitude events such as winterstorm Uri. For more info on reliability metrics, see Section 5.
Becausethe LSE Reliability Obligation would be triggered on a seasonal basis, the PUCT would need to

determine a specific reliability standard for each season, performingseparate systemassessments
accordingly. It is possible thatthe reliability standard for summerand winter will differ given the

potentially different economic and societal impacts of loss of load in each season.
Usingthe established reliability standard(e.g. 0.1 LOLE), ERCOT will calculate the require planning
reserve margin (PRM) required to meetthis standard. Thisanalysis will be performed using industry
standard loss-of-load-probability modeling. For example, ERCOT could determinethat a 15% seasonal
PRM is required to meet theestablishedseasonal reliability standard.
Step 2: Establish Resource Accreditation Values

e

ERCOT will determine, on an ex-ante basis, a percentage reliabilityvalue for each resourcetype based
on its abilityto contribute tothe established reliabilitystandard. These values will be determined using
industry best practices, accounting forthe many factorsdescribed in the body of the whitepaper. These
values will differ by seasonand should be expectedtochange over timeasthe energy mix changes. An
illustrative set of summer resource accreditation values is provided in Table 2.
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Table 2: Illustrative Summer Resource Accreditation Values

Resource Class

NaturaIGas

Resource Sub-Type

Reliability Value (%)

Location A: No firm pipeline contract

75%

Location A: Firm pipelinecontract

80%

Location B: No firm pipelinecontract

80%

Location B: Firm pipeline contract

85%

Dual-fuelcapabilitywith on-sitestorage

95%

Coal

With on-site fuel

95%

Nuclear

With on-site fuel

95%

Location A

70%

Location B

50%

Location A

15%

Location B

10%

4-hr Duration

70%

10-hr Duration

90%

Solar
Wind
Storage

Hydro

With reservoir

U

90%

Demand Response

2 calls per year,2 hourspercall
10callsperyear,10hourspercall

~

50%
80%

Step 3: Perform System Assessment
Usinga 3-yearahead forecast of expected seasonal Ioadsand resources, ERCOT wouldthen determine
whetherthere are expected resourcesto meetthe target reliabilitystandard. This exercise would be

completed by comparingthe reliability value of all system-wide resourcestothe system-wide reliability
requirement as illustrated in Table 3 forthe summerseason.
Table 3: Illustrative Summer System Assessment

~

MW

Forecasted System Peak Load
-

Un its

-I.ll~

Required Planning Reserve Margin

~

80,000

ERCOTforecast
-

ERCOTcalculation -based on established

15%

1
T

MW

reliability standard

-

92,000

Forecasted System Peak Load *
(1+ Required PIanning Reserve Margin)

85,000

Sumof all forecasted resourceinstalled
capacity (MW) multiplied by the reliability

Forecasted Reliability Resources

value %of each resourceasdetermined in
the resourceaccreditationstep

-i--.-I

.

---I-

MW

(7,000)

Total Reliability Requirement- Forecasted
Reliability Resources

J

Forecasted Sufficiency (Deficiency)

Notes

-I.--~

%

MW

Total Reliability Requirement

Value
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Step 4: Make Trigger Determination
The PUCT would make a determination totriggerthe LSE Reliability Obligation based on the ERCOT
system assessment as described in step 3. Tothe extentthatthere is a forecasted systemdeficiency, the
PUCT should considertriggeringthe LSE Reliability Obligation. The PUCT should maintain some
regulatoryjudgement in making the triggerdecision. Factorsthatthe PUCT could consider include load

and resourceuncertainty, the magnitude of the expectedsufficiency or deficiency, and data or
methodological Iimitationsthat could impact the assessment.
The following steps apply if and only if the LSE Reliability Obligation is triggered in Step 4.

Steps 5-9 illustratethetriggering ofthe LSE Reliability Obligation assumes forthe summer season. To
the extentthat a different season's LSE Reliability Obligation is alsotriggered, thesecalculation steps
would need to be repeated using alternativedata. It is likely that LSE Requirement and Resource
Accreditation values will differ byseason.

Step 5: Determine LSE Requirements
On a yea r-ahead forward basis, ERCOT would determineseasonal requirements for each LSE based on
the expected load during peak net load hours. Peak net load hours would be determined by ERCOT on
an ex-ante basis with a percentageallocationgiven to each hour. The requirement for each LSE would

be the weighted average of expected ex-a nte loads, with weightings determined by peak net load
percentage allocations. An example of this calculation is provided in Table 4. While the calculation here

e

only shows a single day for simplicity, the calculation would actually utilize every hour within the
summerseason.
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Table 4: LSE Summer Load Requirements

Hour

Weighting for Top Net Load Hours

1

2
3

P
~

LS E 1 Load (MW)

LSE 2 Load (MW)

100

150

110
120

'
I

150
150

4

130
al

150

5
6
7
8

140
150
160
170

I
I
I
I

150
150
150
150

180

1

150

1

9
10

190

11

1

200

150

'

150

12

210

150

13

220

150

14

230

15

240

16
17

250

I
'

I

150
150

I

150

230

150

18

50%

210

150

19

50%

190

150

170

150

21

150

150

22

130

150

23

110

150

24

100

150

200

150

20

J

Load Requirement

The load requirement for each LSE would then be adjusted downward for any potential interruptible
load credits and upward to account for reserve margin requirements. This process is illustrated in Table
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Table 5: LSE Reliability Obligation Summer Requirement

Value

LS E 1

LS E 2

Notes

Load Requirement (MW)

200

150

50% * Load in Hour 18 +
50% * Load in Hour 19

Interruptible Load Credit(MW)

0

50

Explicitcreditfor fully

interruptibleload as
determined by ERCOT

Firm Load Requirement(MW)

200

100

Reserve Margin Adder (MW)

30

15

LSERequirement(MW)

230

Load RequirementInterruptible Load Credit
Firm Load Requirement

* 15%
Firm Load Requirement
+ Reserve Margin Adder

115

Step 6: LSE Showings
On a yea r-ahead basis, each LSE will procure resourcestoshow aggregate reliability based on resource
accreditationthat meets or exceedsthe LSE requirement. An example of this calculation is shown in
Table 6, with further explanations of each calculation provided below.
Table 6: LSE Resource ReliabilitySummer Values

LS E 1
Resource
Natural Gas- Location A: No firm

pipeline contract
Natural Gas- Dual-fuel capabilitywith

on-site storage
Solar Location A

,

LS E 2

Reliability
Value
(%)

Installed
Capacity
(MW)

Reliability
Value
(MW)

Installed
Capacity
(MW)

Reliability
Value
(MW)

75%

60

45

20

15

95%

100

95

0

0

50

35

50

35

20

100

10

50

35
95

70%

,

Wind Location B

10%

200

Storage - 4-hr duration

70%

50

-/.-

35
230

Total ReliabilityValue (MW)
+

ReliabilityValue (%) from Table 2

+

Installed Capacity (MW) = nameplate capacity of resources that each LSE has contracted with to

procuretheirreliabilityvalue
+

ReliabilityValue (MW) = Installed Capacity(MW) * ReliabilityValue(%)

+

Total ReliabilityValue=Sumofall ReliabilityValue (MW)

Each LSE will then "show"the total reliability value of their resources relativetotheir requirement. Tothe
extentthatthere is a deficiency, that LSE would be assessed a penalty. Example calculations are provided
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in Table 7, with furtherexplanations of each calculation provided below.

Table 7: Summer LSE Showing Requirement

Resource

LS E 1

LS E 2

Total ReliabilityValue (MW)

230

95

230

115

LSERequirement(MW)

I

Sufficiency/Deficiency(MW)

I

Penalty($)

0

-20

$0

$2M

+

Total Reliability Value (MW) from Table6

+

LSE Requirement(MW)from Table 5

+

Sufficiency/Deficiency (MW) = Total ReliabilityValue - LSE Requirement
•

+

Negative value represents deficiency

Penalty ($) = -De ficiency * Penalty Price
•

Illustrative penaltypriceof $100,000/MW used in calculation

Step 7: Performance Assessment
Duringthe compliance season, performance will be assessedonall resourcesthatarecontractuallytied
to a specific LSEs reliability showing.
Performance assessment for intermittent (wind, solar) and energy-limited (storage, demand response)
resources isan emergingtopic in electricitysector market design. It is important to note thatthe

illustrations here are one example of many options for how performance assessment could work.
Further work on performance assessment likely requires additional research and is outside the scope of

thiswhitepaper.

i
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This calculationassesses resource performance inthetop 10 net load hours relativetothe accredited
value for each resource which can be configured differently. Underperformance is penalized while
overperformance is compensated with an additional payment. An example of this calculation is provided
in Table 8.

Table 8: Penalty Assessment Calculation

Natural Gas - Dual-fuel

capability with on-site

Solar Location A

storage
ReliabilityValue (%)

95%

70%

Installed Capacity(MW)

100

50

ReliabilityValue (MW)

95

Resource

35

Net

Net

Resource

Top Net Load Hours

Performance
(MW)

Performance
Assessment
(MWh)

1

100

+5

30

-5

2

100

+5

35

0

3

100

+5

20

4

100

+5

100

+5

30

100

+5

40

+5

100

+5

40

+5

100

+5

35

0

100

+5

15

-20

100

+5

35

0

5

~

6
7

~

8
9
10

~

Total Net Performance
Assessment(MWh)
Payment/Penalty
Assessment($)

4____1,-,=

Performance
(MW)

Performance
Assessment
(MWh)

I

I

25

-15
-10

~

-5

+50

-45

$500,000
Payment

$450,000
Penalty

+

ReliabilityValue (%) from Table 2

+

Installed Capacity (MW) from Table 6 (LSE 1)

+

ReliabilityValue (MW) = Installed Capacity (MVV) * ReliabilityValue (%)

+

Top 10 netload hoursdetermined ex-postby ERCOT

+

Netperformance assessment(MWh) = [Resource performance (MW) - Reliability Value (MW)] * l hour

+

Total Net Performance Assessment(MWh)= Sumof allnetperformance overtop 10 netload hours

+

PenaltyAssessment($)= Total Net Performance Assessment(MWh) * PenaltyPrice($/MWh)

J

Penaltypriceof $10,000/MWhused inthisexample
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